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EVALUATION OF AN ADAPTIVE UNgTRUCTURED REMEgHING TECHNIQUE
FOR INTEGRATED FLUID-THERMAL-gTRUCTURAL ANALYSI9

Pramote Dechaumphal"
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia
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An adaptive unstructured remeshlng technique is At
evaluated for Integrated fluid-thermal-structural analysis. &U
The technique Is combined with the finite element
method to solve: (1) the Navler-Slokes equations for 13
high-speed compressible flow, (2) the energy equation 8
for the structural-thermal response, and (3) the quasi- E
static equilibrium equations for the structural response.
The remeshlng technique and the anatysis solution
procedure are described. The effectiveness of the _"

approach is evaluated with two application studies. The

flow analysis of Mach 8 shock-shock Interference on a p
three-Inch-diameter cylinder Is used as the first
application study to demonstrate the capability of the ax, _y, txy
remeshing technique and to examine proper remeshlng
Indicators for the tnvlscld and boundary layer regions.
The appllcabllity of the approach for the thermal and Subscripts
structural analyses of the structure Is evaluated In the F
second application study of a O.25-1nch-dlameter L
convectively cooled leading edge subjected to Intense n
aerodynamic heating. Issues associated with remeshtng T
Indicators for thermal stress problems are Idenllfied. s

1
2Nomenclalure

A coolant passage area, Eq. (5), or finite
element area, Eq. (10)

[A'] Jacoblan matdx, Eq. (8)
[13] viscous flux matrix, Eq. (11)
c specific heat, Eq. (4), or maledal elastic

constants, Eq. (18)
E, F x and y flux components
H load vector, Eq. (3)
h convective heat transfer coefficient, Eq. (5),

or element spacing parameter, Eq. (22)
[ I ] Identity matrix
[k"J stiffness malflx
k thermal conductivity
I, m components of unit normal vector
rh coolant mass flow rata
[MJ mass matrix
IN] element Interpolation or weighting function

unit normal vector

P coolant passage perimeter
p pressure
q heat flux
{R} load vector
s edge length of finite element
T temperature
To reference temperature for zero stress
t time
U conservation variable

u, v flow velocity components, Eq. (2), or
displacement components, Eq. (19)

"AerospaceTechnologlsl,AerothermalLoads Branch,Structural
MechanicsDMslon,MemberAIAA

coordlnate directions
principal coordinate directions

time step
un+I-u n

thermal expansion parameter

boundary layer thickness

flow total energy, Eq. (2), or strain
componenls, Eq. (18)

elgenvalues

key parameter for remeshing, Eq. (20)

density

fluid stress components, Eq. (2), or solid
stress componenls, Eq. (7)

fluid
left element
right element
thermal
structural
element internal flux
flux across element boundary

Superscrlpls
I Invlscld
V viscous

T transpose
I,J summation Indices

n time step Index, t = nat

Introduction

Design of lightweight structures and thermal
protection systems for hypersonic vehicles depends on
accurate prediction of aerothermal loads, structural
temperatures and their gradients, and structural
deformations and stresses. Adaptive unstructured
remeshlng techniques combined with the finite element
method have been shown to Improve significantly the
efficiency and accuracy of the flow analysis. These
benefits should accrue for both the thermal and structural
analyses of structures. In eddilion, a universal
remeshlng procedure Is needed for the development of
an Integrated fluid-thermal-structural analysis capability.

Research Is currently underway at NASA Langley
Research Center to develop an Integrated analysis
approach for accurately predicting each disciplinary
behavlor and their Interactions. The approach uses the
finite element method to solve: (1) the Navler-Stokas
equations for the aerodynamic flow field and the
aerolhermal loads; (2) the structural energy equation for
heat transfer and temperature distribution; and (3) the
structural equilibrium equations for deformation and
stresses. The capability of the approach was
demonstrated for an undisturbed Mach 6 flow over a



three-inch-diameter stainless steel cylinder 1 for which

the experimental data 2 were available for comparison.
The flow field ls characterized by the bow shock that
stands-oft the cylinder and the thln boundary layer at the
cylinder surface. Sharp gradients In the flow vadabtes
occur in these regions and closely spaced elements
were generated manually to model these flow features.
The flow solution compares well with the experimental
data demonstrating the effectiveness of the ftntte element
method used.

For a more complex problem, where a prtori
knowledge of the flow physfcs does not exlst, an
appropriate finite element mesh may not be constructed
easily. An adaptive mesh generation technique Is
required not only to construct and adapt the mesh
automatically to represent the flow field but also to
reduce the number of unknowns and the analysis
computational time. Thus the current focus on the
Improvement of the Integrated analysis approach Is to
develop efficient adaptive unstructured mesh generation
techniques for each analysis discipline considered
Including their interface requirements.

Adaptive mesh generation techniques may be
classified Into two major categories: (1)
refinement/dereftnement, and (2) remeshlng. The first
category, the adaptive reflnement/dereflnement
technique, can be further classified Into three
subcategorles: (a) the h method, (b) the p method, and
(c) the r method. In the h method, the elements tn the
Inttlal mesh are refined Into smaller elements or
derefined Into larger elements3. The p method maintains
the geometry of the elements of the Initial mesh but
Increases (or decreases) the order of the polynomial
used for the element Interpolatlon function4. The r
method keeps the number of elements and their
connectlvities the same but relocates the nodes5. These

methods help Increase the analysis solution accuracy but
each has limitations. Even though nodes could be
added or removed by the h method, the orientation of the
original and new elements does not change. Orlentatlon
of element sides along principal flow gradients Increases
solution accuracy and reduces the number of elements 6.
Even though the r method can move the nodes for better
alignment, the method may generate highly distorted
elements If the number of alemenls is fixed. The p
method may alleviate these restrictions because of the
flexlbillty In selecting the order of polynomials on the
element sides. However, the use of such higher order

olynomlals In combination with the hierarchical concept
ads to complexities tn the formulation of finite element

equations and Implementation In computer programs.
The above considerations led 1o the development

of the second adaptive mesh category, the remeshlng
technique7. The technique generates an entirely new
mesh based on the solution obtained from the earlier

mesh. The technique combtned with the finite element
method has been applied successfully to several
compressible flow problems with complex flow
behavior8, g. The purpose of this paper Is to extend the
adaptive remeshlng technique to both the thermal and
structural analyses of structures. The adaptive
remeshlng technique will be evaluated to assess Its
effectiveness for the Integrated fluid-thermal-structural
analysis. The governing equations for the aerodynamic
flow, structural heat transfer, end structural response will
be Introduced first. The finite element solution algorithms
for solving these equations will be described. The

basic concepts of the adaptive remeshtng technlqua will
then be explained. Selection of indicators used for
construction of new meshes for the three analysis
disciplines wtll be discussed. Finally the adaptive
remeshing technique will be evaluated for: (I) the fluid
analysis of Mach 8 shock-shock Interference on a three-
Inch-diameter cylinder where the experimental data Is
available, and (2) the thermal-structural analysis of a
0.25-Inch-diameter convectlvely cooled leading edge
subjected to Intense aerodynamic heating slmulatfng
Mach 16 flight condition. The Issues of mesh continuity
along the fluid/structure Interface and between thermal
and structural analyses for dtrect Interdtsdpllnary data
transfer will also be discussed.

Integrated Fluid-Thermal-Structural Procedure

Governing Equations

Aerodynamic Flow. The equations for a lamtnar
compressible flow are governed by the conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy. These equations are
written tn conservation form as

(1)

where the subscript F denotes the fluid analysis. The
conservation variables vector, {UF), and the flux vectors
In the x and y directions, (EF} and {FF}, are given by

(UF} T == [p pu pv pie ]

(EF}T - [EF]v + [EF]v

= [pU pu2+p puv pu(_pu I

- [0 _rx 'Ix,,/ UO'x+V'txy-qx]

(FF} T - tFF]' , [Fdv
= =pv puv pv2+p pv_:; pv 1

- [0 txy Ory Utxy-I.v(,jry-qy](2)

Superscripts I and v represent the Invisctd and viscous
flux vector components, respectively. The pressure p Is
related to the total energy assuming a calorically perfect

gas (constant ratio of specific heats). The stresses rrx,

oy, and t_y are related to the velocity gradients by
Stokes' hypothesis. The heat fluxes qx and qy ate
rotated to the temperature gradients by Fouder's law.
The temperature-dependent viscosity is computed from
Sutherland's law and the thermal conductivity Is
computed assuming a constant Prandll number of 0.72.

Structural Heat Transfer. The thermal response of
the structure Is governed by the energy equation which
Is wdtten In conservation form as

_-(UT)+_(ET)+_-(FT) - HT (3)

where the subscript T denotes thermal angly_Is. For
transient heat conduction, the conservation variable, UT,
end the heat flux components, ET and FT, are



dU T =, pscsdTs

ET ,, q_ -- - k.

FT ,, q/ = - _ ._-. (4)

and H1- Is the heat source. The structural heat flux
components qx and qy are related to the temperature
gradients by Fourler's law.

For a structure wilh Internal convection cooling,
the energy equation for the coolant flow In the local x-
direction based on assumed uniform cross-sectional or
bulk temperature 1 can also be written In the
conservation form of Eq. (3) where

dU T I= PFCFdTF

ET ,= mcFTF/AF kF aTr_x

FT = 0

HT = hP (T,- TF) (5)

The flux ET consists of the energy transport by
convection (1st term) and conduction (2nd term), and the
flux HT represents the heat transfer between the
structure and the coolant.

Structural Response. The structural response Is
governed by the quasi-static equilibrium equations
assuming that the inedla effect is negligible. These
equations are writlen in conservation form as

(Es) + -_- {Fs} = 0 (s)

The flux vector components, (Es) and (Fs}, are

(E,}T = [(_x t=y]

{FJT = [ % _v ] (7)

where the stress components, (_x,(_y,and '¢xyare related
to the displacement gradients and the temperature by
generalized Hooke's law.

Finite Element Solution Algorithms

An Implicit/explicit upwind cell-centered algo-
rithmg,10 Is used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations,
Eqs. (i):(2). A flux-based Tayior-Galerkin finite element
algorithm9,11 Is used to solve the thermal and structural
equations, Eqs. (3)-(7). For brevily, only essential
features of the algorithms are highlighted herein.

Upwind Fluid Algorithm. The basic concept t)ehind
the upwind cell-centered algorithm Is to determlne the
flux across element Interfaces by Roe's averaging

_!
procedure 12. The average Invlscld flux E (the
"overbar" denotes an average quantity normal to the
element Interface between the left element, L, and the
right element, R) Is given by

_i
= 1 [_iL+ En + IA'I (u L- u.)i (8)

where IA*l denoles the absolute Jacoblan malrix
associated with the element flow velocity components
and the local speed of sound. Details of the Jacobian
matdx A* are given In Ref. [12].

In the computation of viscous flux components

such as the heat flux In the x-direction (q= = -kr aT/ax),
the element temperalure gradient Is computed from

aT(x#)
T = [ N (x.y)] { _ } (9)

where [N(x,y)] Is a matrix of finite element Interpolation
functions. The vector on the right hand side of the
equation contatns the nodal temperature gradients,
determined at node K, by

aT 1 J J aNK
_-IK = M'K ( 5TNKdS - T_dA ) (101

0 A

where 5 Is the unit normal vector along the element
Interface s and MK Is the lumped mass at node K.

Increments In time of the element conservation

variables, AU - U n*l - Un, are determined from

Ill] + -_ _([A']_--[B])]AU

&t _; _v
= -_- _ S [E + E ] (11)

The matrix [B], which Is associated with the viscous
fluxes Is given In Ref. [10], accelerates the solution
convergence In the viscous dominated regions. This
fiuld algorithm provides first order of accuracy (O(h)) In
the Invlscld flow dominated region but the order of
accuracy Is close to 1.5 (O(hl.S)) In the viscous flow
dominated region 10.

Flux-Based Taylor.Oalerkln Algorithm. The basic
concept of the flux-based Taylor-Galerkin _lgorilhm is to
express the element flux components E ,nd F in the
form

F(x,y,t) = x,y)l(F(t)) (12)

where (E}, end {F) are vectors of the element nodal flux
quantities.

For the thermal analysis, the final finite element
equations are In the form

ft rl

[M](AUT In+! ,= (RTI _ + {RT} 2 (13)

where at time n+l, AU n+1 = Un+| - U n. The mass
matrix, [M], Is determined from

t

[M] = | (N) IN] dA (14)
A

The two vectors on the right hand side of Eq. (13) are
associated with the fluxes within the element (subscript
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1) and across the elemenl boundary (subscript 2).
These vectors are defined by

. j" a.(R1.}t = At ( [-_-_-}[N]dA {ET}"
A

+ (r,¢) (,5)
A

{RT) 2n = -At /1NI[Nlds (IIET }n + m FT_n_{ 11
S

= -At F(N}[Nids {q}" (16)
g r

The vectors {ET} and {FT} contain nodal heat fluxes
which depend on the nodal temperature gradients. The

element nodal temperature gradients _T/ax and aT/ay,
and all the finite element matrlces (Eqs. (13)-(16)) can
be evaluated in closed form (I.e., numerical Integration is
not required) for any type of finite elemenls Includlng the
4-node quadrilateral and the 8-node hexahedral
elements.

For the structural analysts, the final finite element
equations are in the same form as the thermal equation,
Eq. (13), but without the translenl term,

(n,)1 + (R,}2 = o (17)

where these veclors ere Identical 1o Eqs. (15)-(16)
except that the subscript T IS replaced by the subscript s
everywhere. The elemenl nodal flux vectors (Es} and
{Fs} (similar to (El') and (FT} in Eq. (15)) now consist of

the stress components crx, _y and "Cxy. By using the
thermal s,'ress-straln constilutlve relations,

°l _ Cll_l + Pl (T'To) I.J=1,2,3 (18)

and the straln-dlsplacement relations, these nodal stress
components associated with the (R=]I vector can be
written tn terms of the nodal displacement components.
Fudher algebralc manipulation of the flnlle element
equation, Eq. (17), results In the standard form of

[K]IU) = (R,} 2 + (RT} (19)

where [U} consists of the unknowns of the nodal
displacement components, [K] is the element stiffness
matrix, and {R-r) Is the thermal load vector. These
matrices are evaluated in closed form and the delalls
are given in Ref. [11].

Adaptive Remeehlng Procedure

Remeshlng Concept

The basic idea of adaptive remeshtng Is to
construct a completely new mesh based on the solution
oMained from the previous mesh. The new mesh will
consist of clustered elements In regions with large
solution gradlenls end few elements In the regions where
the gradients are small. Element orientations are in
principal directions to provide the most accurate solution
with a minimum number of elemenls. As an example, the
shorter element side Is In the direction normal to the
shock line or through the boundary layer thlcknesg to

model large solution gradlenls. Based on these Ideas,
the adaptive remeshing technique consists of two steps:
(1) the determination of the new element sizes and their
orientations, and (2) the construction of the new mesh.

In the determination of the element size and

orientation, the solid mechanics concept of determining
the principal stresses and their directions from a given
state of stress at a point Is employed. For example In the
thermal analysis, small end cluslered elements are
needed In regions of large temperature gradients. The
temperature is thus considered as a key parameter to
Indicate where clustered elements ere needed. At a

typical node In the old mesh, the second derivative t 0 of
the key parameter with respect to the global coordinates
x and y are first computed,

ax2 axay

(20)

where _ denotes lhe key parameter used for remeshing.
Then the elgenvalues which represent the principal
quantifies In the principal directions X and Y where the
cross derivatives vanish are determined,

i
o_X2 c3y:_

(21)

These elgenvalues are the remeshing indlcalors and are
used to determine the element spacings hi and h2 in the
two principal directions using the condition of

2
h_),.t = h2_ - constant (22)

which has been shown to distribute the solution error

equally, a conditionfor an optimal mesh.13. Thl.s p_cess
Is performed for nil the nodes In the ale mesn weaong to
the final condition 7 of

2 2 h2
h1X 1 , h:,_.2 = constant = m_g= (23)

Using this condition and specifying the required
minimum element spacing hml,, the new element
spacings based on the solution of the old mesh are
obtained and the new mesh is constructed.

Mesh construction Is based on an advancing front

technique 7, Nodes are first placed along the domain
boundary. Spacings between these nodes are dictated
by the element spacing parameter h obtained earlier. At
this Instance, the front consists of a sequence of straight
line segments which connect consecutive boundary
nodes, I.e., the domain boundary. Elements adjacent to
the domain boundary ere then constructed. The sizes
and orientations of these elements are guided by lhe
computed element spacing parameter h and the principal
directions. As new elements are constructed from lh._
domaln boundary, the front Is updated end represented
by the new element sldes. As the mesh construction
goes on, the front changes Its shape continuously and
propagates toward lhe domain interior. The generation



processIs terminatedwhen the domainis filled
completelywithelementsand the front vanishes.

Based on the condition shown InEq (23), the
element size Is generated according to lhe given
minimum element spacing hmln_ _pecifylng too small a
spacing hmlncould result in a model with a large number
of elements which may be tmpracltcal to perform the
analysis. On the other hand, specifying too large a
spacing hmln may result In an Inadequate analysis
solution accuracy, or excessive analysis and remeshlng
cycles to achieve the required solution accuracy. These
factors must be consldered prior to generating a new
mesh. Nole that, because the technique generates an
entirely new mesh with different nodal locations from the
old mesh, Interpolation of the solution from the old to the
new mesh Is necessary. The Interpolated nodal
quantities are used as the initial condlllons for the new
mesh to Increase the analysis solution convergence.

Fluld-Thermel-Structural Remeshlng Parameters

The adaptive remeshtng technique described

requires a selection of proper key parameters (e In Eq.
(20)) for remeshlng so that generated elements are
clustered where needed. Selection of the key
parameters depends on the analysis discipline and its
applications. For thermal problems, It Is obvious that the
temperature should be used as the key parameter so that
the mesh generated can represent steep temperalure
gradients. For structural problems, stress Is an
appropriate choice for Ihe key parameter so that regions
with high stress concentration will be represented.
However, the key parameter represenling the stress
should be a scalar quantity such as the Von Mises stress
defined by,

== _ . )2' o, (24)
OVon Mlses

Note that lhe key parameter selected for remeshlng may
vary with applications. For problems thai require
accurate deformations rather than the stresses, an
absolute displacement quantity may be preferred as the
key parameter.

For high-speed compressible flow problems,
selection of the proper key parameters for remeshlng
may be more difficult. In the Invlscld flow field, the fluid
denslly Is normally selected as the key parameter9
because densily exhibits high gradients across shock
and flow expansion waves. In the viscous dominated
flow regions, such as the boundary layer, other key
parameters may be more appropriate. Key parameters of
heating rate and skin friction may be used for more
accurate analysis prediction of the aerothermal loads.
The selection of these key parameters for remeshlng In
the three different analysis disciplines will be discussed
In detail in the next section.

Evaluation of Inlegraled Analysis end
Adepllve Remeshlng Procedures

Two epplicalions are presented to assess the
adaptive unstructured remeshlng procedures for
Integrated fluld-thermal-slruclural finite element analysis.
The fluid analysis of Mach 8 shock-shock Inlerference on
a three-Inch-diameter cylinder Is used as the first
application to Illustrate the successful Implementation of

the adaptive remeshing technique for complex flow and
to Investigate the meshing Issues for the Integrated fluid-
thermal-structural model. The applicability of the
remeshlng technique for thermal and structural problems
Is demonstrated In the second application for a 0.25°
Inch-diameter convectively cooled leading edge
subjected to Intense aerodynamic heating. Remeshing
parameters for thermal and mechanical stress
predictions are Identified,

Math 8 Shock-Shock Interference On • Cylinder

Leading edges of hypersonic vehicles that
experience Intense stagnation point pressures and
healing rates are a significant challenge to the designer.
For engine leading edges, such as the cowl shown In
Fig. 1, intense aerothermal loads occur when the cowl
bow shock Is Intersected by an oblique shock resulting in
a supersonic jet that Impinges on the leading edge
surface. The experimental configuration (lower left of Fig.
1), which simulates the vehicle forebody and cowl
leading edge, was used to define the aerothermal
loads2,14. The experimental configuration Is rotated

180 ° relative to lhe vehicle, The schlleren photograph
shows the supersonic Jet Interference pattern Impinging
on the surface of the cylinder. The Interference pattern
produces Intense local amplification of the pressure and
heat transfer rate in the vlcinlly of the jet Impingement.
The undisturbed (absence of Incident oblique shock and
Interference pattern) stagnation pressure end heating
rate can be amplified by faclors from 6 to 30 depending
on lhe shock strenglh and the free stream Mach
number2,14.

The flow Interaction patlern superimposed on the
flow computational domain and the three-Inch-diameter
cylinder is shown schematically In Ftg. 2. The Inflow
conditions above and below the oblique shock are: (1)
Mach 8.03 flow at an angle of attack of zero degrees

(¢x=0°) and stallc temperature of 200 °R, and (2) Mach

5.25 flow at an angle of attack of 12.5 degrees (a=12.5")
end a static temperature of 430 °R. The supersonic Jet
Impinges on the cylinder surface approximately 22
degrees below the cylinder horizontal center Ilne.

A first mesh shown In Fig. 3 Is generated using a
background mesh concept described in Ref. [7]. A total of
4192 triangles are generaled in the Invlsctd region end
1568 quadrilateral elements In the boundary layer. The
reasons for using quadrilaleral elements In the boundary
layer will be described tn detail below. Using this mesh,
the fluid analysis Is performed to obtain a flow solution as
illustrated by the Mach number contours shown In Fig. 4.
Based on this flow solution and the use of the fluid
density as the key parameter for remeshlng, the second
mesh Is created as shown In Fig. 3. The flow solution
obtained from the first mesh Is then Interpolated and
used as 1he Initial condition for the second mesh. The
same procedure Is repealed on the subsequent meshes
until the converged flow solution Is achieved (a total of
three meshes In this case).

The Mach number contours shown In Fig. 4
demonstrate the Improvement of the solution quality with
the adapled meshes. The Mach number distribution
obtained from the third mesh shows Improved sharpness
of the shock Interference pattern. The contours show a

supersonic Jet (Mach number - 2) submerged within the
subsonic regions between lhe bow shock and the
cylinder, The supersonic flow In the jet terminates

5



through a nearly normal shock prior to Impinging on the
cylinder surface.

The analytically predicted surface pressure
distribution from the thtrd mesh Is compared with the

experimentally measured pressures 2 tn Fig. 5. The
predicted and experimental pressures are normalized by
the undisturbed stagnation pressure (Po = 10.61 psla).
Good agreement between the analytical and
experimental results are obtained for Ihe pressure
distribution, the peak pressure and its locations. Details
of the finite element mesh and the flow temperature In the
interaction region are shown In Fig. 6. On both sides of
the supersonic jet, the fluid temperature Increases
abruptly across the bow shocks from a relatively tow
temperature (200 °R and 430 °R) to epproxlmateiy 2,700
°R. The temperature gradients In the shock layer (region
between the bow shock and the cylinder) are relatively
small except In the thin boundary layer where the
temperature drops sharply to the cylinder surface
temperature of 530 °R. inside the supersonic Jel, the fluid
temperature Increases slightly from the free stream
temperature to approximately 1,000 "R. As the Jet slream
approaches the cyllnder surface, the fluid temperalure
Increases abruptly across the Jet normal shock to
approximately 3,000 <'R in a small stagnation region next
to the cylinder surface and drops sharply to the cylinder
temperature of 530 °R resulting in high aerodynamic
healing rates.

The major difficulty In the fluid analysis Is the
prediction of the aerodynamic heating rates because a
very accurate resolution of the flow temperature gradient
normal to the cylinder surface Is required. For the
undisturbed Mach 8 flow, the predicted stagnation
heating rate of approximately 42 Btu/ft2-sec, which was
obtained from a finite element solulion I and a viscous

shock layer solutlon15, Is lower than the experimental
value of 61.7 Btu/ft2-sec (Ref. [2]). The predicted and the
experimental Interference heating rates are, therefore,
normalized by their respective undisturbed stagnation

otnt heating rates and are compared In Fig. 7. The
eating rate distributions are similar end the peak

heating rate locations agree. However the predicted
peak heating rate ampliflcallon Is about 60% of that
measured from the experiment. This difference may be
attributed to several sourc,_ including the finite element
mesh, the analysis algorithm, and the mathematical
model. The finite element mesh near the boundary layer
may be Inadequate to represent the steep temperature
gradients accurately. The flow analysis algorithm, Eqs.
(8)-(11), provides an accuracy on the order of the
element characterlsllc length h ratsed to the 1.5 power
(O(hl.S)). In addition, the fluid flow mathematical model
does not account for any turbulence. As discussed In
Ref. 2, the higher experimental heating rate may be
attributed to free stream turbulence In the test stream
which emanates from (1) the turbulent boundary layer on
the nozzle end/or (2) shear layers that separate the
supersonic Jet from the subsonic regions.

As mentioned earlier, layers of quadrilateral
elements are used In the boundary layer. Detail of these
quadrilateral elements are shown In Fig. 8. The use of a
structured mesh of quadrilateral elements In the
boundary layer provides several advantages In the flow
analysis. One advantage Is that slender (high aspect
ratio) elements can be used with their longer sides in the
flow direction where the solution gradients are small and
their shoder sides normal to the surface to model sleep
solution gradients through the boundary layer thickness.

A second advantage Is that the artificial dissipation
required for the numerical stability, whlch could smear
the solution gradients, can be controlled easily or turned
off completely 16. Although the boundary layer thickness

vades along the cylinder, the thickness (8 -- 0.06 inches
In Ftg. 8) Is assumed constant for the purpose of
constructing the boundary layer mesh. Across the
boundary layer thickness, 32 layers of graduated
quadrilateral elements are used with e geometric
stretching factor of 1.25. The thickness of the first
element at the surface Is 1.x10 -s Inches and was chosen
such that It should model the temperature gradient
expected from the experimental heating rate 2.

For general problems, the boundary layer
thickness Is not known and varies In the flow direction.
An approach to estimate the boundary layer thickness
using t_e fiuld heat transfer as the key parameter for
remeshlng has been proposed recently 10. The
approach ts Illustrated In Fig. g. The boundary layer

thickness, 8, Is estimated from the absolute quantity of the
heat flux vector, I q I, which Is e maximum at the surface
and Is Insignificant above the edge of the boundary layer.
The size and distribution of the quadrilateral element
layers are guided by the magnitude of the flow shearing

stress (try Is proportional to o'_u/Sy)which Is e maximum at
the cylinder surface and decreases quadratically through
the boundary layer thickness. Based on this Idea, an
adaptive remeshlng technique using quadrilateral
elements In the boundary layer can be constructed and
combined wllh the current capability of the adaptive
remeshlng technique for triangular elements in the
Inviscid flow region.

To generate an integrated fluid-thermal-structural
finite element model, the use of common nodes along the
flutd/struclura Interface Is preferred 16 as highlighted in
Fig. 10. This approach not only permits direct data
transfer between the different analysis disciplines but
also provides consistency for the analysis formulation.
As an example of a coupled fluid/thermal problem, the
Interface nodal temperatures can be obtained by solving
the coupled energy equation of the flow and the
structure 1 with the requirements that at the Interface: (1)
the temperatures of the fluid and the structure are
identical, and (2) the heat flux Is conllnuous.

For some problems, the requirement of common
fluid/structure Interface nodes to preserve the mesh
continuity may result in an excessive number of nodes in
one of the disciplines. For example, e high stress
concentration may occur near the fluld/structure Interface
which may require e large number of the structural
nodes even though the flow near that region Is simple.
Several adaptlve meshing techniques are feasible for the
thermal-structural analysis of the structure as Indicated in
Fig. 10 whlch Include the mesh refinement/derefinement
technique and the remeshlng technique developed for
the flow problems. Before selecting one of these
techniques, their effectiveness for thermal and structural
problems must be evaluated. An Inltlal evaluation of the
adaptive remeshlng technique for both the thermal and
structural analyses Is performed in the next section.

Conveotlvely Cooled Leading Edge

A 0.2S-Inch-diameter convectlvely cooled leading
edge subjected to Intense aerodynamic heatlng Is used
to evaluate the adaptive remeshlng technique for both
the thermal and structural analyses, and to Identify



requirementsfortheremeshlngparametersforthermal
stressproblems.Theexamplaproblemrepresentsa

lhypersonlc vehicle operating at Mach 18 which causes
the vehicle nose bow shock to Intersect with the cowl
leading edge bow shock. The Intersection produces the
type IV supersonic Jet Interference pattern similar to that
described in the first application. Because of the smaller
leading edge diameter and the htgher Mach number
conditions, the heating rate Is very Intense with a peak of
nearly 30,000 Btu/ft2-sec (see Ref. [1]).

The leading edge geometry and boundary
conditions are shown schematically in Fig. 11. The outer
surface Is subjected to the aerodynamic heating and
emits radiant energy 1o space. The Inner surface Is
convectlvely cooled by the direct Implngement of a sonic
hydrogen Jet stream with an Inlet temperature of 50 °R.
The 1350 quadrilateral element mesh shown In Fig.
12(a) Is typical of a structured mesh. The mesh has been

used previously1 for predicting transient thermal-
structural response of the leading edge as the vehicle
nose bow shock sweeps across during the vehicle
acceleration. The mesh is graded In the radial direction
but Is uniform In the circumferential direction. The

leading edge material Is assumed to be copper because
of Its high thermal conductivity. The copper material
properties used in the analysis are highly temperature
dependen( and can be found in Rats. (f7-fa|. The
predicted steady-state leading edge temperature
contours are shown in Fig. 12(b). The peak temperature
of 766 "R is at the Jet Impingement location where the
heating rate Is a maximum. In spite of the high thermal
conductivity of the material, the temperature gradients
are also high in this region. The problem Is, therefore,
suitable to be used for evaluating the adaptive
remeshlng technique for the thermal analysis of the
structure.

The same adaptive remeshing procedure
described for the flow problem Is applied for the thermal
analysis of the leading edge. A fairly uniform mesh
consisting of 885 triangles, shown In Fig. 13(a), is first
constructed and the thermal analysis Is performed to
obtain the temperature distribution. Then the adaptive
mesh shown in Fig. J3(b) Is generated using the
temperature as the key parameter for remeshlng to
provide clustered elements In the region with high
temperature gradienls. The temperature distribution
obtained from the second mesh Is almost Identical (a
difference of 0.2%) to that obtained from the nonadaptive
mesh shown In Fig. 12(b). However, the number of
unknowns required for the adaptive unstructured mesh Is
reduce to about 25% of those used In the structured
mesh. Note also thai several elements are required
through the thickness where the peak heating occurs and
only one or two elements are required near the end of
the leading edge. Hence, only an unstructured mesh
technique would optimize the mesh.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the adaptive
remeshlng technique to represent both the thermal and
mechanical stress fields, structural boundary constraints
at the upper and lower leading edge sections are
introduced. The Inner surface nodes at the conslraint are
fixed (u = v = O, see Fig. 14(a)) to simulate the constraints
caused by the internal frns that support the leading edge
from the Inner primary structure. To highlight the
remeshing capability for generating clustered elements
In the regions needed, the rest of the nodes on both
sections are constrained differently. These nodes are
free to move on the upper section, but are conslrained In

the hodzontal direction on the lower section. In addition
to the thermal loads, the leading edge is also subjected
to mechanical loads from: (1) the aerodynamic pressure
which has a distribution similar to that shown In Fig. 5 but
with a peak pressure of 1,000 psla, and (2) the uniform
Internal coolant pressure of J,O00 psla.

The adaptive thermal mesh shown In Fig. 13(b) is
used as the Initial mesh for the structural analysls. The
same analysis procedure Is applied by first obtaining the
structural analysis solution and then remeshlng. In the
remeshlng process, nodal temperatures of the new mesh
are Interpolated from the nodal temperatures el the
thermal mesh shown In Fig. 13(b). For thermal stress
problems, high stresses normally occur In reglo,_s of high
temperature gradients. High stress concentrations may
also occur at corners or supports even though the
temperature Is uniform. Thus, fo represent both the
thermal stress and the stress concentration, key
parameters for remeshing based on the temperature and
the Von Mises stress are used. A new adaptive mesh
generated by using these two remeshing parameters is
shown In Fig. 14(a). Elements are clustered near the jet
Impingement location for modeling high thermal stresses
from the high temperature gradients, and at the region
near the upper support where the stress concentration
occurs. The corresponding structural response, based
on a linear elastic behavior assumption, is shown by the
circumferential stress contours superimposed on the
deformed leading edge In Fig. 14(b). The figure shows
that a peak compressive stress of 25 ksl occurs at the jet
Impingement location and a high stress concentration
occurs near the singular point at the upper support.

To support the Idea that the two remeshing
parameters should be used simultaneously for
generating an adaptive mesh for thermal stress
problems, the same analysis approach Is repealed but
without using the temperature as the remeshlng

arameler. The adaptive mesh generated using the Von
see stress alone as the remeshlng parameter/s shown

In Fig. 15(a). Clustered elements ere generated In the
region near the upper supped slmllar to the previous
case. The mesh near the jet Impingement location Is
much coarser than the mesh for the previous case and
does not resemble the mesh for the temperature
distribution. The corresponding predicted structural
response of the circumferential stress contours Is shown
In Fig. 15(b). The contours are similar to those obtained
In the previous case but are degraded due to the coarser
mesh In the region of the Jet Impingement location. The
difference between the peak compressive slresses of
these two cases at the jet Impingement location Is
approximately 15%. Note that for thermal stress
problems In which the structure is free fo expand, the
thermal stress distribution normally resembles the
distribution of the temperature. For such cases, the use
of the Von Mtses stress alone as the remeshing
parameter may be adequate.

The adaptive rameshlng technique for the
structural analysis Is further evaluated for the case in
which the thermal load Is not present. The leading edge
Is subjected only to the mechanical load which consists
of the external aerodynamic pressure and the Internal
coolant pressure. The Von Mises stress Is used.as the
remeshing parameter and the adaptive mesh generated
is shown In Fig. 16(a). Similar to the prevtous case,
clustered elemenls are in the region near the upper
supped where the stress concentration occurs. The
corresponding predicted structural response of the
circumferential stress contours Is shown In Fig. 16(b).



The predicted compressive stress of 5 kst at the Jet
Impingement location Is much lower than the stress that
occurred for the case with the thermal load. Obviously,
superposltlon of the results for separate mechanical and
thermal stress analyses would require Interpolation of the
results. Hence, the adaptive remeshlng and analysis
should be used for the combined load case.

For coupled fluid-thermal-structural analysis, both
the thermal and structural response of the leading edge
affect the flow field. The flow field has to be updated to
Include the effects of: (1) the change of Ihe leading edge
surface temperature, and (2) the leading edge
deformation. The leading edge may deform Into or away
from the Initial flow field and updating the flow
computational domain ts necessary. The new flow field
may govern regions previously occupied by the leading
edge where the flow Information does not exist. These
are some of the future issues which will be encountered
and have to be clarified prior to applying the adaptive
remeshing technique to coupled Interdisciplinary
problems

Concluding Remarks

An adaptive unslruclured remeshlng technique
was evaluated for Integrated fluid-thermal-structural
analysis. The technique generates an entirely new
mesh based on the solution obtained from a previous
mesh. The new mesh conslsts of clustered elements In
the regions with high solution gradients and few
elements In the regtons where the gradients are small,
The capabitlty of the remeshlng technique was
demonstrated for the fluid, thermal, and structural
analyses. The finite element formulations used for the
three dlsclpllnes were presented. The basic Idea
behind the remeshing technique was described and the
remeshing Indicators and requirements were Identified.

Two applications were presented to assess the
effectiveness of the remeshing technique. The fluld
analysis of Mach 8 shock-shock Interference on a three-
inch-diameter cylinder was used as the first application
to Illustrate the remeshlng technique for complex flow
and to Investigate the meshing Issues for the lnlegreled
fluid-thermal-structural analysis. Fluid density was used
as the remeshlng param¢',er for generating adaptive
triangular elements In the Invlscld flow reglon. In the
current procedure, layers of quadrilateral elements are
constructed in the boundary layer to represent accurate
aerothermal loads. The predicted aerodynamic
pressure and heating rate are In good to fair agreement
with the experimental data. An approach for generating
an adaptive structured mesh of quadrilateral elements In
the boundary layer was described. The approach can
be combined wilh the current adaptive unslruclured
remeshlng technique used in the invlscld region to
achieve an automated remeshlng capability for the
entire flow domain.

The remeshlng technique was extended to the
thermal and structural analyses of the structure. The
applicability of the technique to thermal stress problems
was demonstrated with e 0.25-Inch-diameter

convectlvely cooled leading edge subjected to Intense
aerodynamic heating. Temperature was selected as the
remeshlng parameter In the thermal analysis so that
clustered elements are generated In reglons of hlgh
temperature gradients. The technique provides the
same temperature solution accuracy compared to e
refined structured mesh but with a significant reduction

In the number of unknowns. For the structural analysis
of the leading edge subjected to both thermal and
pressure loads, remeshlng parameters of the
temperature and the Von Mlses stress are used to
provide clustered elements In regions of high thermal
and mechanical stresses es well es regions with a stress
concentration.

The results from lhe applications have
demonstrated lhe viability of lhe adaptive unstructured
remeshlng technique combined with the finite element
methods to provide efficient accurate solutions to
complex flow-thermal-structural behavior.
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